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‘UP ON THE ROOF’

Stats

Grapes: 79% Syrah - 11% Grenache -

10% Touriga Naçional

Vineyard: Pendee Farm (Springton) -

Murdoch Hill (Oakbank) - Petrucci

(McLaren Vale)

Vine Age: 20+-year-old

Soil Type: Mostly sand and clay

Viticulture: Sustainable

Fermentation: Native – open-top

fermenters with varying amounts of

whole clusters

Skin Contact: Up to 30 days on some

lots

Aging: 6 months in neutral oak

Alcohol: 12.5%

pH: 3.5

Total Acidity: 5.4 g/L

Total SO2: 15 ppm

Total Production: 321 cases

About

‘Up on the Roof’ – a hint at where this wine is best enjoyed – is the antithesis of a precise,

scientific wine. It is a blank canvas, painted with large brush strokes as Louis wanders

through the winery picking a barrel here, a tank there. In 2023, it is mostly Syrah with a

splash of Grenache and Touriga Naçional. Like a chef acting on instinct rather than recipe,

he’ll blend and taste, tweak with a pinch of salt, a little more attention here, a little less

there. The result is a snapshot of the vintage with no rules other than to have a good time.

Sum of its parts being greater than the whole kind of stuff.

The grapes are harvested from their respective homes in McLaren Vale, Eden Valley, and

Adelaide Hills. There’s not much to say about the winemaking… Louis simply takes finished

wines from his cellar, blends on feeling, and then bottles without fining or filtering and with

just a very light 15 ppm dosage of sulfur. This wine is a free spirit; don’t overthink it.

Tasting Notes

Vibrantly crisp and lively. Bursting with red fruits, abundant fresh herbal notes, and a

subtle touch of tannin. Enjoy it chilled on a rooftop or, according to Louis, pour it into plastic

tumblers and pair with fish ‘n chips on the beach.
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